
 I am definitely agree with this view but I can’t say that men couldn’t 
be good parents.  If we put the exceptions away, totally women are 
better at parenting. Because we have seen many cases who have 
raised the greatest children even alone/single-handedly, and have 
been proved the exact oppositeexactly opposed of this theory. I 
believe that some factors cause womean to be better at this 
important duty such as society and woman’s nature.

 I definitely believe that most of the societies have more expectation 
from women especially in doing chores and moral behaviors like 
raising children, nursing, tolerating, understanding, 
kindness/compassion/being kind,  more than expecting of them to 
makeing money for family expenditures/provide for the family. 
Totally this these pressures make women to be more careful about 
their role in raising children and their civility. Of course this role 
would become bold in absence of father.

 girls have softer reactions in comparison with their boy male 
counterparts after birth with environmental actions. This elegance is 
their characteristic which has transmitted been transferred to our 
new generation from our predecessors as mentioned we talked in the 
previous paragraph. women are kinder and more compassionate . 
They have a special love for and dependency to on their child from 
the first moments of their pregnancy from then onperiod until ever 
then. The love of a mothers is a  pure sense which distinguishes them 
her with from that in a fathers. Also a child has this dependency to on 
her and we can’t deny this 

in sum, all of these elements together have affected women and 
these limpid/pure gins genes inherited from generation by generation 
to us. Howeveralthough mothers are better parents, fathers are great 
parents too and the role of parents doesn’t is not completed without 



one of them. In the growing process of child rearing, we needs to see 
them both beside each other for a more impressive resultto define its 
identification.

 


